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Joe, see below.

- Please reiterate the cost estimate you have already submitted as well as the estimated time required for certification. The cost estimates for certification are published at The NEBB.org website via the following links: https://www.nebb.org/assets/1/7/Copy_of_FEE_Spreadsheet_With_NEBB_Fees_APPROVED_6-20-17_final_for_web_12.27.2017_ATT.PDF, https://www.nebb.org/assets/1/7/Copy_of_FEE_Spreadsheet_With_NEBB_Fees_APPROVED_6-20-17_final_for_web_12.27.2017_ATT.PDF.
- Also, please include any clarifying discussion regarding the cost and time as necessary. Estimated time for completion is up to the individual but reasonably could be completed within 30 to 60 days depending on how many and which certification are sought. Also delays are possible due to current COVID-19 related impacts and restrictions.

On Mon, Jan 25, 2021 at 10:38 AM Loyer, Joe@Energy <Joe.Loyer@energy.ca.gov> wrote:

Hey Curtis,

I think you are talking about the Annual Report?

This is regarding the additional information I need for the Mechanical ATT Implementation staff report.

I will publish the staff report, with a comment period, and then bring it to the business meeting for approval. That is how we will make certification mandatory.

Should we set up a call?

-Joe

Good morning Joe, NEBB is in the process of updating its cost matrix with the addition of MCH-4b and MCH-19 which were recently added. Also we are working to validate the numbers of certification for technicians and employers. Per the original email we were trying to submit no later than 2-5-2021.

On Mon, Jan 25, 2021 at 10:25 AM Loyer, Joe@Energy <Joe.Loyer@energy.ca.gov> wrote:

Hello All,

I’ve received responses from two ATTCP (NEMIC and CSPTC), but I have not received any response from RSES or NEBB.

I do need your reply as soon as possible. I’m currently holding up the staff report for it.

Thanks, Joe
Hello All,

In the process of reviewing the Mechanical ATT Certification staff report, my executive officer has asked for some additional information. I am completing a table to satisfy this request, but I need add this information to the docket as well. The requested information is simple.

What is estimated cost (which you have already submitted) and time requirement for a qualified technician to become certified?

- Please reiterate the cost estimate you have already submitted as well as the estimated time required for certification.
- Also, please include any clarifying discussion regarding the cost and time as necessary.

My intention is to accept this information from each ATTCP and docket it as a response to this email (so there is no need for you to docket it yourself).

I am hoping to get this report back on track ASAP, so as soon as you can reply would be appreciated.

Let me know if you have any questions and please take note of my new phone number.

Thank You

Joe Loyer
Senior Mechanical Engineer
California Energy Commission
916-237-2546

--

Thank you,

Curtis Worley TBE
Construction Manager
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